The United States War Machine rolls ever onward, grinding human flesh, blood, and lives in its teeth.

Abroad, there are more than 1,000 US military bases, over a dozen countries riddled with US drones, and over $1 trillion dollars is spent annually to keep the war drive moving.

At Home, well over 1,000 people are killed by the police; hundreds of thousands are deported from their homes, hospitals, and courthouses; and our education system becomes more and more segregated.

March in NYC and for a National Day of Action to:

- Close all U.S bases on foreign soil!
- Bring all U.S. Troops home now! Self-determination not military intervention!
- Smash the U.S. War Budget and use it for human need! Jobs, justice, and a liveable Earth! Quality free education from the cradle to the grave! Single payer health-care! No to anti-union legislation; for $15/hour and a union NOW!
- Defend the environment! For a just transition to 100% renewable with union wages for all displaced workers!
- Say NO to white supremacy, police brutality, and mass incarceration. Black Lives Matter!
- Say NO to mass deportations, YES to DACA and TPS!! Open borders! No human being is illegal!!